NEOTION enlarges its CAM portfolio with ARRIS TITANIUM solution.
Aubagne, France – May 30th, 2017 – NEOTION will introduce its new CAM portfolio with ARRIS at ANGA COM 2017.
The Pay-TV industry is evolving in order to meet consumers’ changing viewing habits. Increasingly, viewers want the ability to
watch TV anywhere, any time, on any screen. However, there will always be people who want content served up in a
traditional, linear fashion. In order to support both models, the Conditional Access Module (CAM) remains a smart, small, and
green device for Broadcast Pay-TV operators to manage content security.
NEOTION is extending its portfolio with the TITANIUM CAM product which integrates ARRIS’s Titanium Content Security
solution for DVB cardless Pay-TV whatever the reception mode: satellite, terrestrial and cable.
Integrating ARRIS’s Titanium managed security solution into NEOTION’s DVB CAM will allow operators to securely target the
many TVs and Smart TVs with integrated CAM slots. ARRIS’s Titanium portfolio provides a unique, unified content security
approach for broadcast, hybrid and OTT services, supporting broadcast set-tops, connected devices such as mobile phones and
tablets.
Embracing market trends, the NEOTION TITANIUM CI PLUS CAM is a future-proof, Plug & Play device for the end-user:
- Equipped with a bicolor LED, it gives a correct diagnostic of any problems in the shortest possible time thereby improving
your customers’ satisfaction while reducing operating costs, it’s still a cost effective solution,
- Pending the arrival of Ultra HD content, it is HDR and UHD ready as it is CODEC and video resolution agnostic, relying on
the TV set’s 4K capabilities and high performance to decode.
“NEOTION is extremely proud to announce its partnership with ARRIS as a leader in the digital TV industry. Combining
NEOTION’s 15 years of expertise in CAM design, hardware and software developments and Made in France manufacturing with
ARRIS’s global expertise in providing solid and secure technology foundations will ensure that the new NEOTION Titanium CAM
is a success for Pay-Tv operators.” said Olivier DEMOLY, Chief Marketing & Sales Officer.
“We are delighted to be partnering with NEOTION to extend the range of Titanium CAS client devices to include CAM enabled
TVs. Combining the proven capabilities of NEOTION’s low power CAM design with ARRIS’s world-class Titanium cardless security
technology creates a compelling solution for DVB operators to further address traditional Pay TV platforms along with multiroom, multi-DRM enabled devices,” said JP Heron VP, Product Management, Titanium Security, ARRIS
Feel free to come and visit us in our meeting room, Hall 7 #MS13, at ANGA COM
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ABOUT NEOTION
NEOTION is a French high-tech company providing innovative solutions for the international Digital Television market since 2000. NEOTION
develops and distributes a wide range of DVB Conditional Access Modules (CAM) embedding the main Conditional Access Systems (Conax,
Cryptoguard, DRE-Crypt, Verimatrix and Viaccess-Orca) to Pay-Tv operators across the globe.
NEOTION is still investing in secure devices for the Pay-Tv industry adding new and innovative solutions according to the booming OTT
adoption on the market during these last few years. NEOTION is offering first on its core-business the HbbTV CAM as the suitable single
secure device in a connected environment, headless OTT gateways for satellite fully based infrastructures and recently Neohome, new smart
home solutions, all as part of the OTT growing services.
NEOTION is largely involved as an active member of several standardization and digital TV committees, namely DVB and CI Plus LLP and
more recently, ZigBee Alliance.
For product information please contact business@neotion.com and for Press, please contact, press@neotion.com
Follow NEOTION at www.neotion.com, on Twitter @Neotion, on Linkedin & Neohome at www.neo-home.com on Twitter @MyNeohome

ABOUT ARRIS
ARRIS International plc. (NASDAQ: ARRS) is a world leader in entertainment and communications technology. Our innovations combine
hardware, software, and services across the cloud, network, and home to power TV and Internet for millions of people around the globe.
The people of ARRIS collaborate with the world's top service providers, content providers, and retailers to advance the state of our industry
and pioneer tomorrow's connected world. For more information, visit www.arris.com.
For the latest ARRIS news:
Check out our blog: ARRIS EVERYWHERE
Follow us on Twitter: @ARRIS
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